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THE NEW PUB
by Mike Scott

A pub in the Humanities Hut?...

According to Frank Pio. this year's

pub manager, and Mike Lavalle.

Director of Student Affairs at

Erindale College; next year will see

a totally new concept in pub life as a

social focus atErindale.

After having toured some of the

other universities in the province,

studying the pub facilities offered

there, Frank and Mike began work
on a rudimentary plan for Erindale

late last year.

They were quite impressed with

the pub facilities at McMaster
University, where entertainment is

offered nightly; the pub being open
five to six nights a week. Modeling
it somewhat after McMaster's, the

Erindale plan will involve a

complete revamping of the
Humanities Hut; the Hut being

obtained by S.A.G.E. in its recent

space allocations for next year.

Plans for the new pub include:

removal of most of ttie partition

walls in the Humanities Hut to

create one large room:
installation of new washrooms and
plumbing facilities; provision of a

pre-cooling room for draft beer,

which, by the way. will probably

sell at 25 cents a draft: installation

of bar and fixtures at one end of

the pub and construction of a stage
for groups at the opposite end. As
well, a specific design for the

interior and exterior of the pub will

be implemented to give the exterior

of the Hut some visual appeal, and

the interior an atmosphere of

warmth and congeniality.
Professional consultants will be

aiding in establishing the theme for

the design. Possible ideas range

from creating a "Western Saloon''

type of atmosphere, to the more
"avant-garde'' appeal which exudes

from many of the commercial, and

more sophisticated pubs one finds

in downtown T.O.

Frank Pio, a third year student at

Erindale, and this year's
Colman'House pub Manager, says

he hopes that the new pub will be

open from Tuesday to Saturday;

with possible hours of operation

extending from 12 noon to 12

midnight daily, with later hours on

the weekends. He adds that he

definitely wants to maintain the

personal, friendly atmosphere of

this year's pub, and hopes that

Erindale students will see the new
pub as more of a focus for social

activity at Erindale.

Frank's words ring quite clear,

for the truth of the matter is that

Erindale students have outgrown

the pub in Colman House. This

pub suffered a definite loss in

appeal among the students at

Erindale. With the student
population having increased five

times over, since its inception a few
short years ago, Colman I

could just not serve the students in

a fulfilling and satisfying manner
befitting of an Erindale pub this

year. Right now, there is a lack of

sufficient, and organized facilities

SAGE ELECTIONS
In Sage's elections Peter Smith

was elected as president narrowly
defeating Arnold Brody and Brian
Casey.

This was a hard and close defeat

for Brody. His campaign manager
Androulla Haalboom said "I
thought it would be close but I

really thought Arnold would win."
On his Friday morning radio show,
the day after the results were
known, he commented "Maybe all

of us losers and winners should go
drown our hopes, cheers and fears

for next year at Chico's.
"

Smith felt the election provided

him with "a limited mandate, we
had a better turn out than the SAC
elections. " When asked about a

salary for SAGE president (Paul

Moran received fourteen hundred
dollars for his activities this year)

Peter said. "I don't believe the

president should be paid for being

president, but if he works full-time

during the summer he should be

compensated for it".

Casey was quite prepared for his

defeat stating before the polls

closed, that his only hope was for a

"close third". "My mistake was in

running. I can see that now" he
stated, "but I still think that you
don't have to be a politician to do
the job".

The vice-presidential contest was
a walk-away for Tanya Abolins,

SAGE'SS FIRST YEAR REPS,
Steve Mickelson, lost out to her as

she received more than twice the

votes Mickelson received.

Mickelson did not attribute his

loss to just one thing. He felt that,

"she was probably just better

known"
Tanya was surprised at her

landslide and said that she expected
the race to be closer. "Yee. I'll keep
all my promises, but I didn't make

any promises so I'm safe for all of

next year", Tanya Abolins joked.

"I'm looking forward to working on

coucil next year, especially with the

expanded campus."
Mickelson was disappointed that

he would not be able to apply for a

second year SAGE rep. There were
positions open until election eve at

ive when Budd Stewart filled out a

nomination form and was
acclaimed. Also acclaimed for

second year reps were George
Ramkaran, Tom Conway, Janet

Alexander, Lynne Edmonds and Al

Lebre. Acclaimed for third year

reps were John Milligan-Whyte,

Maureen Lower} , Chris Gaibisels,

Paul McPherson andn Peter
Strazdins.

Five people ran for fourth year

rep. Chris Hale, Androulla
Haalboom, Ihor Pelech, and Paul

Trueman all ran some sort of

campaign and were elected.

Howard Fishers was the only

candidate without signs, etc. and he

was the candidate defeated.

Heather Ridout, the young
Socialist presidential candidate for

SAC and Paul Bannon, the Vickery-

ticket SAC vice-presidential
candidate topped the Erindale SAC
representative elections. Donna
Cameron, incumbent SAC rep;

Roman Oslewzeski, SSSC, vice-

presidential SAC candidate and
Rick Zurawski a SAGE first year
rep. were also elected.

Paul Moran, present president of

SAGE warned the new council

saying he was concerned about

divisions amongst the new
members. He said, "For any
coqncil to work well, they must
work together.

HUMANITIES HUT SIGHT OF NEW PUB
for large and small groups alike, to

get together to sip a beer over

lunch, or mingle together in some
light, mid-afternoon socializing, let

alone planning out a full night's

activities.

Next year, with the addition of the

new residences, ever 300 students

will be living on campus. The new
building will be opening most of its

doors for the first time, presenting

us with a new and expanded library,

the already infamous Meeting
Place. a;id d score of other new
facilities. With a projected
enrollment of close to 3000

students, one can easily see the

need for making a few changes in

the area of social activities at

Erindale. The new pub programme,
as Frank Pio sees it, will challenge

the lack of social life atErindale,

with its underlying philosophy of

being a vibrant and appealing place

to go to, no matter what time of

day, nor what day of the week.

The new pub Will offer fresh draft

beer on tap, by the glass and by the

jug. Mixed drinks (all the
favourites) will be cheerfully
served by tray-swinging waitresses
at your table, and a rotating menu
of hot and cold food might round
out the fare. As well, the pub will

employ bartenders, bouncers,
waiters, waitresses, cashiers, etc.;

all of whom will be drawn from
application by Erindale students.

Frank Pio also adds that there will

probably be an opening for an
assistant manager, and a job

opportunity for someone
experienced in booking groups. The

groups, Frank says, will appear on
rotating weekly basis, as is the case
with rrjost licensed establishments.

If you are interested in being

employed at next years proposed
new pub, contact Fgank Pio, the

pub manager; at the S.A.G.E. office

or in the Colman House pub
Wednesdays and Fridays.

The estimated cost of initially

undertaking the proposed new pub
programme in the Humanities Hut
next fall, is placed slightly over
thirty thousand dollars. This figure

does not include the cost for interior

decor and furniture. Both S.A.G.E.
and SAC are being approached to

help deter the initial cost in setting

up the pub. and Fank adds "If all

goes well financially, consturction
on the new pub will commence in

early summer, and the doors will

open in September."
To me, the new pub sounds like

and looks like a very constructive
and practical attempt to widen the

sphere of social acticivities at
Erindale and both Frank Pio and
Mike Lavalle are to be commended.

TOLERENCE IS MY MESSAGE
TOLERANCE IS MY
MESSAGE. ..An interview with

President John Evans by Donna
Cameron.

DO YOU FORESEE ERINDALE
AND SCARBOROUGH AS
BECOMING SEPARATE
UNIVERSITIES?

"I think that is a possibility but I

do not think that it is as obvious a

trend that might have been popular

five or ten years ago. And, part of

the reason is that as a whole, to

bring independent institutions to a

greater degree of interdependency.

And what I would see in the

seventies is the administrative

interrelationship of Scarborough-

Erindale and the St. George
campus. What might have been a

constraint in the sixties might be an

asset in the seventies— so I wouldn't

have thought that it is much of a
probability. My personal view is

that I hope that it doesn't. There are

real advantages of sharing and of

having innovations of different

types within an overall system, and

both Scarborough and Erindale
have a great effect on the St.

George system—particularly at the

upper levels. I don't think that the

trend is towards separation in

higher education. Each college

should continue to maintain its own
character and goals. However,
there should be inter-college

affiliations to' avoid duplication in

certain academic areas. Autonomy
gets in the way of the sharing

process."

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR
GREATEST PLEASURE IN YOUR
JOB SO FAR?

"It's hard to say. I think that I've

met a lot of extremely interesting

people— students and faculty—very

impressive people".

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
DISCIPLINE CODE BEFORE
THE GOVERNING COUNCIL?

"I really don't know a lot about it.

What I think is being forged here is

an attempt to codify discipline in a

way that is uncommon at the

present time. I think that we will

get a beginning. It will have to be

revised and developed both in terms
of discussion and in the terms of the

sort of problems that will come up.

I'm not worried by the fact that it

isn't perfect at this stage. It will

obviously never satisfy
everybody—and would be wrong if

it did. I regard this as an
evolutionary process rather than a

definitive one. I think that the

direction is right. Ths direction is

trying to ensure there is some
conformity of structural process so

that a rough justice or the
equivalence can be attained."

DO YOU SEE A DISCIPLINE
CODE AS OVERRIDING THE
BASIC PHILOSOPHY OF A
UNIVERSITY''

"I think' that if it was too detailed

that it might. If you tried to codify

every action—and more important,

if you didn't set it on an
evolutionary basis— I think that that

would be wrong.""

"There has to be some rules. The
rules and the numbers of them
depend pon the commitment of the

people concerned—commitment to

objective."

WHAT DID THE RECENT MATH
OCCUPATION ACCOMPLISH?

"Its hard to know. It dramatized a

situation about which there has

been complaints from students;

dramatized it in two ways— in the

relation to the appointments of

certain individuals and in the

relationship of the actual teaching

process and how the teaching
process was determined within the

math department. If one is looking

for positive features then I guess

that it drew attention more
forcefully than by other routes that

had been tried. I can understand

why people in the sense of

frustration do feel that this is the

only way that they can protest the

problem. On the other hand, what
happens in these situations is that

the primary issues get lost and

other issues emerge in the process

of occupation annd sometimes
divert attention from the
fundamental problem that caused it

in the first place. Our job is to try

to make sure that there are
legitimate avenues of review that

will handle these problems without

cont'd on pg. 2
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One should consider the

Students' Administrative
Government of Erindale along side

these words by the great English

philosopher John Locke, not in

contrast but in homogeneity:

"Men being, as has been said,

by Nature, all free, equal and

independent, no one can be put

out of this Estate, and subjected

to the Political Powers of

another, without his own consent.

The only way whereby anyone

devests himself of this

Natural Liberty, and puts on the

Bond of Civil Society is by
agreeing with other Men to

joyn and unite into a

Community, for their

comfortable, safe, and
peaceable living one amongst
another, in a secure
Enjoyment of their

Properties, and a greater

Security against any that are not

of it.'' (Of the beginning of

Political Societies, par. 95, the
Second Treatise of
Government

)

At this juncture, we can ponder

the word "Consent" and begin to

question what degree of consent

S.A.G.E. has (ever) received

from the student body. 22%? That's

the proportion of the student body

that voted in last weeks S.A.G.E.

presidential election. Indeed it

could be argued that the degree of

apathy (77.5% (reflects thatmost of

the students at Erindale are

content, and that sounds like

consent, so we can let that pass.

This wouldn't be the first time it has

been suggested that abstaining is

consenting, but thisassumes that the

people are informed. Quite likely

half of those who did not vote, say 40

% of the students at Erindale, were

oblivious of the fact that an

elections was actually being held.

Of the rest that did not vote, most,

perhaps virtually all, did not know
the names of the contestants, let

alone their platforms.

And quite likely,whether these non-

voting students were cognizant of the

election or not, many or most
probably don't give it any of their

concern. These likelihoods prohibit

me from equating a low student

turnout at the polls with consent.

We can later determine a reason for

this state of affairs between
student government and
population.

Continuing in that same
paragraph by John Locke, we can

discern a reason for several

individual levels and forms of

student governing or
representation. Referring to people

uniting into a government, Locke

continues

:

"This any number of Men can
do, because it injures not the

freedom of the rest ; they are

left as they were in the Liberty

of the State of Nature. When any

number of Men have so

consented to make one

Community or Government,
they are thereby
presently incorporated, and

make one Body Politick,

wherein the Majority have a

Right to act and conclude the

rest".

(It is in this context that the

ideology behind course unions

should be considered.) Many
students do involve themselves in

various student clubs and other

extra-curricular activities, often

including participating in the

organizational aspects of the club,

union, society, association, of what-

have-you. If this reality' is

remembered during elections,

critics and sceptics can be

corrected on their complaints of

"apathy."

Why then the large difference

between the number of students

involved in extra-curricular

activities and the number of

students who vote annually in

S.A.G.E.elections? Before trying to

answer this, we should realize that

this difference is not unique to

S.A.G.E. alone. It is very much the

same for S.A.C., the Governing

Council, the Erindale College

Athletic and Recreational
Association, the Arts and Science

Faculty Council, and any other

"representative" government in

the university, and not only at the

University of Toronto for that

matter. The answer is actually

quite simple. All people have
various interests, and outside of

those whose basic nature is to

become part of a political process,

most people are directly involved

with an "over-lying" representative

government only when that
government's behavior has an
effect on these peoples' primary
interests. For example, members
of the Photo Club, the German Club,

or most any club attend meetings

and participate in debate only when
the business on hand deals with the

future of the club (i.e. budget
meetings. ) Otherwise these clubs

address themselves to their own
internal affairs, as they properly

should.

Now, an election does not

apparently qualify as one of those

times when theaffairs of

Government has an immediate
effect on the primary concerns of

the various major groups of students

at Erindale. It is too abstract. An
election often boils-down, for the

majority of voters, into an issue of

personalities. Only the few people

who are very close to the council

itself (i.e. the members of council

themselves) know enough of the

candidates to be able to judge the

contestants on truly political

consequences. This situation lends

strong support for the argument in

favour of creating a party system in

student government. This way. the

various groups of students, either as

a group or as individual within the

group, can better relate to the

various people trying for office. One

need not know the candidate

personally or "somewhat", but

instead know which the candidate

is, any student can judge for his or

herself which party's platform he or

she agrees with. People understand

politcial parties, it dominates
Provincial and Federal. Politics,

and each person identifies his or his-

or-herself with one of the political

parties. Indeed, it is the only way
mass participation in politics can

take place since it becomes more

and more impossible for the
candidates and their positions to be
known by a majority of students as
the student population grows. We at

the University of Toronto have
proof of this argument. As the

actual political difference between
the SAC Presidential tickets grow,
the more recognizable the
difference is to more and more
students, and this can be shown by
voting habits.

For example, in this spring's SAC
Presidential election, many have
argued that the magnitude of

discernable difference between the

Anderson ticket and the Vickery
ticket was very sizeably less than

that of the Spencer (-Dack) and
Miglin tickets. And the figures

suggest the same. This spring only

about 3,500 (out of 25,000) students

voted, where as over 7,000 voted the

year before ( Spencer vs. Miglin).

Further proof can be found within

this year's voting alone. If we can
honestly label the Anderson and

Vickery tickets as (loosely) middle-

class politically, we can then add
their votes together, about 2,300 and
compare this with those cast for the

two leftist-socialist tickets of

Heather Ridout (Young Socialists)

and Peter Havers (Canadian Lib-

eration Movement (totalling around

500. In fact we should recognize the

Young Socialists and - the Canadian
Liberation Movement, or more
currently the Stop the Students'

Surcharge Committee, as being the

first manifestation of political

parties entering student
government at the U of T in an
attempt to communicate better to a

growing population. (Whereas
parties such as the Young Socialists

relate primarily with a political

movement on a more global
meaning, that doesn't exclude future

parties developing on platforms

dealing on a more local level,

though complete this regard of the

'outside' world in the party's

platform would result in

incomplete, even naive,
development. ) So, by comparing
Anderson - Vickery's 2,300 to Ridout-

Haver's 500 votes, or this spring's

3,500 to last year's over 7,000 votes,

we can predict that the degree in

which the political differences can
be presented to the student body,

most feasibly with the advent of the

party system, will also be the

degree in which the student body

continued on page 5
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requiring this sort of action— it

polarized people. Anything that

separates faculty and students

seems to lose ground—ground that

we are trying to improve."

WHAT DIRECTIONS DO YOU
WANT TO LEAD THE
UNIVERSITY IN?

"There is a lot—but really, to try to

develop a level of involvment of

both faculty and students in the

university. There needs to be a

subdivision of responsibility just to

increase the manageability and the

purposes of the people involved.

Because Erindale is a smaller unit,

it can diverge from the main theme
of the Faculty of Arts and Science.

Erindale has done this be remaining

within the Faculty and yet

developing a character and
direction all its' own. All the

colleges must be given a more vital

role than they have at present."

SHOULD STUDENTS HAVE TO
BE INVOLVED IN STUDENT
POLITICS-OR IS THERE A
RIGHT OF NON-INVOLVMENT"
IF A STUDENT SO CHOSES?

"Well, I was disappointed at the

returns in the S.A.C. and Governing

Council elections— so few
voted—and this makes one worry
about the apathy—people coming
and going and never really getting

involved. Its unfortunate because a

real part of ones' university

education is this involvment with

other people and worrying about

issues. Thse may be issues that you

will never encounter again in your

life, but worrying about them gives

one sensitivity. So I would be

worried if People just Processed

corses and that was the extent of

their education There are
unprogramed elements of learning

that are terribly important for

thestudent— I don't think that

participation in those elements
hampers the students academics.

An individual must be wise in his

allocation of time. But, as people

get busy they seem to become more
efficient—und that's life itself, isn't

it
9 People who are singular in their

life tend not to be more productive

than the person who is kept busy."

IS THERE AN EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM. OR ONE UNIVERSITY
"TYPE" THAT YOU ADMIRE;
THAT YOU WOULD LIKE THE U.

OF T. TO FOLLOW?

"No, I don't have a mode. And the

reason I guess is that I don't think

that probably anything that we see

now is what we want to be planning

for. I don't know exactly what we do

want to be planning for but I think

that we want to preserve the very

good elements of the university that

exist. We want to be awfully careful

that we don't destroy those
elements—elements of history and
tradition. These are never 'popular

fads', but are important ingredients

for people to go back to. Of course,

we still must advance. I don't see

any one university or the U. of T. to

emmulate. I think that its going to

be a distinctive university and one

that I hope will have a special role

in the Canadian situation, that it

earnsand is asked to be given."

IS THERE ANY AUTHOR OR
PIECE OF LITERATURE THAT
HAS INFLUENCED YOU?

"No, there is no single book—just
fashions and different periods that I

have gone through. At one point I

was mesmerized with Lin Yutangs'

The Importance Living', and then I

remember being taken with
Russian novels for a period of

time—because of the fantastic

expression of human emotion that

they have. One book that has

impressed me greatly is Margaret
Atwoods. Survival. I regret that I

haven't had the time for more
reading. People have been a great

input in my life, rather than just

readi ng . . . . so, I have no
philosophical bible."

IS THERE A MESSAGE THAT
YOU WOULD LIKE TO LEAVE
FOR THE STUDENTS?

Well, I suppose something that

struck me this year is the
development of tolerance for ideas,

which the students want the rest of

the world to have—and they must
demonstrate it themselves. They
must tolerate, for instance, people

of other generations and to

recognize that those people have a

right too—we have to realize that

society cannot reflect just
exclusively what a relatively small

age group has as its' goals. That is

not to say that those goals are

wrong, but that society should be

able to tolerate the interests and the

needs of various group s of

people—because we are all passing

through society.

CAMILIA GANGERSINGH BILL PAOLINI
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Dave Gibo's Hornet Recipe
—Several cans whipped cream
—1 Spatula

—1 hornets nest

C02
—Approach with caution

—Place lots of whipped cream on

spatula

—Slap cream in the entrance to

hornets nest to prevent escape.

—Plus up any other conceivable

exits. (Where hornets may escape)

—Clip nest out ie: cut away from
tree branches

—Drop into garbage bag.

—PumpinC02
—Tie up garbage bag.

According to Dr. Dave Gibo this

is the most foolproof method of

capturing a hornet's next without

being attacked by the occupants.

Dr. Gibo is our neighbourhood

Population Geneticist whose

specialty is hornets. When asked by

the Erindalian why he chose to

centre his research around hornets,

Dr. Gibo replied "Hornets have an

interesting sex system."

Now, before you start off on the

wrong track, (we wouldn't want you

to get the wrong impression of our

dedicated scientists) what Dr. Gibo

is referring to is the fact that the

male hornets are the product of

unfertilized eggs, a unique
phenomenon upon which little work

has been done. Actually the reason

Dr. Gibo is using hornets to carry

out his research with, is that

hornets are generally larger than

fruit flies and they adapt well to lab

conditions. Part of Dr. Gibo's work

involves the study of what
advantages there are to having a

multiple queen nest as opposed to a

single queen nest.

The term hornet is actually just a

way of referring to social wasps.

Wasps, bees and ants are all

members of the family
Hymenoptera. Within this family

wasps and "hornets" are only one

division. As man should know, there

are many benefits derived from

being a 'social' animal. A swarm of

hornets can manufacture a nest

which may well be beyond the

capabilities of a solitary individual.

The nest becomes a source of heat

and, in the more advs. ced forms, is

in effect a little incubator,

insulation being provided by the

m aterial used to construct the nest.

With one species of hornet,

Polistes fuscatas, Dr. Gibo is trying

to determine the rate of nest

building, ie: how often and for how
long do the hornets construct their

nests. This species is a less

advanced form of hornet whose

small nests are generally found

under eves, in bushes etc. The nests

are built at the time when the

larvae are growing and thus provide

a form of shelter and protection for

the 'young hornets'. By using

coloured construction paper that is

alternated each week from red to

purple to green, Dr. Gibo can

determine just when the hornets

stop nest building and when they

begin.

The hornet which we are probably

all familiar with is Vespula or

yellow jacket. This is a more
advanced creature with larger nest

forms, generally found in treetops.

Temperature regulation is more
efficient with these hornets due to

larger nest size, and greater

number of individuals within the

nest.

"
I like spiders better than people. ..or, Arachnids

are my favourite terrestrial chelicerates."

Most people know something
about spiders, but very few are

aware of the many different

kinds that exist. To anyone who
is at all aware, the species of

spiders, even those found
around our owm homes are very
diverse with a wide range of

appearances and habits.

Very few people know, for

instance, that the Black Widow
spider is found in Ontario. There
are many misconceptions about

this venomous spider. It is a

small C/2 in.) inconspicuous
spider, entirely black except for

a red hourglass on the underside

of the abdomen. It is rarely

found where humans live, but it

does i.n habit abandoned
buildings and a more common
habitat is in old privies where it

lives secluded in the darkness.

In fact this is where the
majority of the few black widow
bites occur. (A word of caution

to our male readers). This

spider is about the only one in

North America which is

dangerous to man.
An extremely common spider

and one of the most interesting

to observe, is the jumping
spider. This animal has
excellent 3-dimensional vision,

as exhibited by the two
prominent eyes. It stalks and
attacks its prey with precision

and alertness not possible for

other spiders which are more
myopic. Due to their acute
vision, jumping spiders have
developed unique displays
involving colours and
ornamentation which are part

of the courtship ritual. At this

time of year these animals can
be found under loose bark and
stones where they pass the
winter months hibernating in

small silk cocoons. The small

size and weight of jumping
spiders enable them to jump up
to 40 times their own body
length.

Some spiders build webs to

catch their prey whereas
others, like the jumping spider

chase their prey in order to

capture it. A common example
of a web-spinning spider is the

garden spider whose elaborate
orb webs are found in shrubs
and trees.

The wolf spider is another
type of spider which does not

build a web to capture prey. It

commonly "runs down" its prey
and usually hunts at night,

hiding in small nooks and
crannies during thd day. One
type of wolf spider has become
adapted to the burrowing habit

It lives almost its entire life in a

vertical burrow which it digs in
}

sandy soil with its enlarged
forelegs. The burrowing wolf

spider is dependent on prey
passing close to the burrow
spider is dependent on prey
passing close to the burrow
mouth as it will not leave its

retreat to hunt.

So the next time you see a

spider observe it for a while
before you step on it, and even
better, try to control your lower
instincts and let that cute
bundle of exoskeleton pass on
by.

Darryl Gwynne
Andy Hajduk

Dr. Gibo has found that some
species of hornets can survive up to

4 hours in temperatures of 25-30

degrees F. by producing more heat

inside the nest. Other tests have
been run outside to determine
degree of heat production outside of

lab conditions.

Hornets are predators, as

opposed to their vegetarian
relatives, the bees. They eat

caterpillars, flies and may
scavenge dead animals.
Memorization of a large area is a

common feat, as hornets which
have been displaced for up to one

mile have always returned to their

nests. As yet, no one has
demonstrated that wasps and
'hornets' are capable of

communicating the whereabouts of

food to other members of the nest

although there is a possibility

that this does occur. Most of the

research to date on hornets had
dealt with the temperate forms,

with little known about tropical

species.

Hornets nests are generally used

only for a period of one year with

the females going into hibernation

as winter approaches. The males,

who don't hibernate, forage for food

for as long as possible and
eventually starve with the coming
of winter. Generally, those'hornets

which we see in the fall on
goldenrod are the males for by that

time the females have begun to

hibernate, (ie: in buildings, forest

litter).

Unlike bees, hornets are capable
of stinging more than once. In fact,

Dr. Gibo tells of one species tha t,

when aroused, bites, claws and

stings repeatedly! This stinging is a

result of aggressive behaviour

which is aroused in defense of

territory against would-be enemies,

thus providing protection for the

larvae inside the nests. Being

sensitive to heat and scent, the

hornets are thus directed towards

the erstwhile intruder with usually

a direct hit every time!

On the first time that Dr. Gibo,

along with a colleague, Dr. Glen

Morris, tried to collect a hornets

nest, they attempted to plug up the

entrance to a large nest with cotton.

With Dr. Morris holding the light

(this escapade took place in the

dark) Dr. Gibo placed the cotton in

the entrance. Unfortunately for our

two friends, hornets nests are

designed so that anything forced

into them instantly pops back out

again. And so, out popped the

cotton, along with a swarm of very

disturbed hornets, and off went our

two heroes followed by a host of

indignant hornets determined to get

revenge. Hornets, by the way, are

attracted to light so we can well

imagine Dr. Morris's predicament.

Thus the evolution of the hornet

recipe, the use of which is not

recommended for children
unaccompanied by an adult, or for

that matter, for an adult
unaccompanied by a biologist.

On this note we end the tale of one

dedicated researcher, sufferer of

many indignities (3 stings) in the

cause of science.

If anyone should come upon an

unwanted hornets nest this

summer, preferably a nest of

Polistes fuscatus, you are invited to

call 828-5304, (Dr. Gibo) weekdays,

for free removal.

Mayflies

at Erindale

The next time you happen to be

wading in a stream, lean over and

pick up a rock. It's a fantastic

experience, especially if you have

never observed insect nymphs
crawling about the various crevices

of the rock surface. I am
particularly interested in the insect

order of mayflies
(Ephemeroptera).

Mayfly nymphs generall spend

about a year developing in

relatively clean waters of streams,

lakes or ponds. During this time,

the nymph may undergo 20 - 30

moults, before it emerges into a

winged pre-adult or 'subimago'.

This pre-adult stage, which lasts

about a day, is unique among insect

orders. A final moult, which
includes the incredible feat of

sliding the skin away from the wing

produces the adult or imago. The
adults are ephemeral, living from a

few hours to a couple of days ( hence

the term Ephemeroptera I

.

Interestingly, the mouth parts of

the adult are vestigial and its

digestive tract has been modified

into an aerostatic organ. Within the

short life of the adult, the

organism's prime purpose is to

mate. The eggs, deposited on the

water's surface by the female, sink

to the stream bottom and
evenutatually develop into nymphs.

These herbivorous nymphs
provide a food source for other

invertebrates and fish. In fact, a

large percentage of the trout's diet

consists of mayfly nymphs. One
might consider how these nymphs,

which are usually associated under

rocks, become available to

predators. Many studies have been

conducted which demonstrate that

a variety of nymphs are carried

downstream in the current. If an
organism is exposed on a rock

surface during floods, it can easily

be swept into the main river

channel and sent downstream.
During normal flow conditions,

however, the organism can actively

crawl to the rock surface and leave

its substrate by choice'. This

process is a daily occurrence and

has been observed in a variety of

aquatic nymphs.

My advisor, Dr. Pointing and I

are interested in determining the

factors which influence this active

movement of mayfly nymphs from

the substrate into the river channel.

Some of these factors may include

light intensity, overcrowding,
absence of food, and so on.

To support the field work, which
will be conducted on the West

Credit River, near Belfountain, Mr.

A. Campbell and his staff in the

academic workshop at Erindale,

have built an artificial stream. The
water moves along the elliptical

channel by a motor driven paddle-

wheel. One can observe the

organisms through the plexiglass

sides or bottom of the 'stream'.

This apparatus will aid in

determining the exact mechanisms
of the behavioural movement of

nymphs. This knowledge could be

applied in controlling the amount of

available food for trout.

Lynda Corkum
Graduate Student

Biology Departmert

BIOLOGY NOTES
Dr. John Gear Jr. of the Botany

Department, University of Toronto

will address the Ontario Society of

Biologiests on the topic of 'A

Botanist in Brazil' on Thursday

April 12, 1973 at 8:00 pm. The

Society is anxious to attract new
members and will welcome
anyone, layman or specialist,

interested in the scientific study of

animals and plants. The talk will be

given in Room 110 of the Zoology

Building (Ramsay Wright) on the

St. George campus.

The University of Toronto
department of Botany presents Dr.

B. C. Sherman of the Department of

Biology. University of Calgary,

speaking on the topic of

"Morphogenesis of the Wheat Ear
and the Interpretation of Naturally

Occuring and 2, 4-D Induced
Abnormalities". This seminar will

take place on Tues. March 27, 1973

at 5:00 pm in Room 203 of the

Botany Building.

FILM EXTRAVAGANZA
In

Room 110 Ramsey Wright
Zoological Libraries there will be

several films shown which may be

of interest.

1. Leave this Not to Cain

Narrated by Pierre Berton

"A positive film on northern
expansion in Canada. Explores a

variety of innovations that
allow man to work and live in that

cold climate."

2 Buttercup

"A flower that has fallen into a

clear, clean brook ends up in the

much.

Outstanding photography."

Phone Ramsey Wright Zoological

Building for more info.

SCIENCE
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This issue was put out by the following

:

Huw Morgan
Alex Vezer
Rose Williamson
James Fullard

Dave House
Tanya Abolins

Ted Dodd

Paul Moran
Col Sadler
Rick Wesolowski (sports ed)

Mike Scott

Peter Smith
Donna Cameron
and Jeanie

If you are interested in working for the coming year, contact
Paul Moran or Tanya Abolins in the SAGE office Tel. 828-5249

LOSERS AT ERINDALE
Overheard in student

conversation last Wednesday. "I've

got to find an essay to copy, one that

I can add a few spelling errors to."

The speaker of those lines has my
sympathy. He is a loser and he

doesn't know it. He is a loser

because either he hasn't given any
thought to why he is in university or

is laboring under the false
assumption that by getting through

university his diploma will get him
a job. Five years ago the latter may
have been true. Today it isn't.

Today the measure of the value of

time spent at university is what that

experience has done for your head.

The diploma is only a piece of

paper. I suspect that copying an

essay or paying to sit next to

someone in a physics exam does

little for your head and less for your
sense of self worth.

If you have had to cheat yourself

to get by this year I have a sincere

suggestion. First, ask yourself

what you expect from the time you

spend at Erindale. You may want to

talk to a professor or someone in

the registrar's office to see if your

expectations are realistic.

Consider not returning to

university next fall and getting into

something that really interests you.

Even if you "bum" for a year you
will have the experience, save

money, and you may be able to

begin to see the potential of

university. You can always come
back

Good luck losers.

Bill Geiling

THE TOW TRUCKS ARE COMING
AT a recent E.C..C. meeting the

Council passed the following
amendment to the Parking and
Traffic regulations. The almost
unanamous vote (one student
opposed the move) now allows the

tow trucks on campus for many
reasons. The following is the new
regulation.

Appeals

Regulation no. 15

Any person issued a ticket will have

the right to appeal. This appeal will

be made in writing to the Chairman,
Parking and Transportation
Committee, within 14 days of the

date of offence. Failure to pay or

appeal will result in a written notice

from the Superintendent's Office of

impending cancellation of parking

privileges. Cars of offenders with

fines outstanding found parked on

Campus after the date specified in

the warning letter (usually 7 days
hence) will be impounded until

payment of past fines and towing

charges are received.

March 15, 1973.

Editors note: You have the right

to remain silent. Anything you say

may be used against you in a court

of law. You have the right to have a

lawyer present during questioning

(if you do not not have a lawyer the

court shall provide you with one etc.

PUB NOTICE
On Wednesday, March 28 5 pm. in

the pub, (tomorrow if the paper

comes out on time, today if it's one

day late again, ya dig?) there will

be a rather informal gathering of

the members of the incoming SAGE
council and anyone else who wants

to show up to meet people, drink

beer, talk, plan, drink beer and

mess around.

The plan was initiated in order to

introduce new members of council

to each other, and interested
parties. The informal setting of the

pub will undoubtably loosen tongues

etc. Everyone is welcome.

Note please: this will be a prelude

to Paul Moran's coming out party.

NOTICE
COURSE EVALUATIONS

The committee to evaluate the course evaluation is being set

up. The commitee composed of faculty and students will be

working at the beginning of the summer. What is needed now is

more volunteers. To make the evaluations work, work must be

done. If interested, sign up in the SAGE office.

EDITORIAL
Erindale College is accepted, although with problems, as a place where there is a feeling of

community amongst those who are here. Through the years of its existence, one of the underlying

beliefs was one. if I may say it. of equality for all. Privileges because of position or status were

frowned upon

Problems did arise such as the Senior Common Room, but have been settled. The atmosphere is

not perfect, in fact, in recent years it has become a little bit cloudy, the treatment of all equally has

produced a feeling of community at Erindale in its limited sense.

We heard such pronouncements as the one that appeared on page 34 of the Usef's Report of

Erindale College that stated "It is assumed that a faculty club will be established on the campus at

an early date, perhaps in some existing structure."

Along with statements as late as Aug. 72 in Dean Robinson's paper on academic planning that

said "A possible extension of the Faculty Club at Erindale to serve as a "Country Club" for the

university has been envisioned."

Until recently no one was worried that the administration was planning such moves. Lately we
have noticed what appears to be plans along that line.

The question of an exclusive faculty lounge in the Senoir Common Room was brought up for

debate because of the exclusion of students from that room. After a long period of protest that room
is now open to all. equally

Privileged parking was also discussed this year but no decision was made. We had hoped that

the two issues were not a sign that Erindale was not going to be fresh and innovative in creating a

community atmosphere

So it was with great disappointment along with anger and frustration that we learned of the plans

for a faculty dining area in the soon to be completed new building.

Some faculty have argued that because of noise factors, the need to get away from the students,

the need for a special place to entertain visitors and guests, and the need for discussion are reasons

for this segregated area.

These arguments are very faulty and very dangerous. None of the above arguments are

arguments for special areas because of position or status. All the above needs are human needs not

faculty needs.

On this campus there are no room that are labelled as students only. So far there are no such

rooms for students. Faculty members have their own offices as stated as a goal of the 1966 User's

Report. There are no individual study spaces for students that the same report said was essential to

the students.

Rooms that are labelled student common rooms and student offices are open to all. Can that be

said of the faculty rooms.

Any step to install a faculty dining area (could we use "club" ) in any existing facilities would be

detrimental and retrogressive.

Faculty and students must stop any attempt to segregate areas of the College. They must end

any form of discrimination even if its according to status or position. They must abhore the division

of the campus community into first-class and second-class citizens.

Do you want something
else to do

How about working on the Erindalian? There
are a lot of positions open (editor, news editor,

sports editor, photographers, writers, . . . )

Come and rap with us in Colman House
basement Wed. March 28 at 11 a.m. or leave
your name with Paul Moran or Tanya Abolins in

the SAGE office.

next year?
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ABOUT CAMPUS
Tues. March 27

MORPHOGENESIS OF THE WHEAT ERA AND RHE
INTERPERTATION OF NATURALLY OCCURING AND 2

4-D INDUCED ABNORMALITIES at 5:00 p.m. in rm 203 Of
the Botany Bldg.

Wed. March 28

EDWARD BEAR live in concert with NEW POTATOES in

the J.C.R. from 12:00 noon to 1:30 PRESENTED BY
S.A.G.E.

Wed March 28

OUTING CLUB meeting rm. 241 at 5:00 p.m. Election of

new officers and refund of Algonquin trip money.

MILTON ACORN - POET OF THE PEOPLE

Wed March 28

BIOLOGY SEMINAR by Dr.

Biology York University rm. 2056.

I. Brent Heath, Dept. of

Thur. March 29

AFRO-ASIAN WEST-indian association general elections
rm. 295 5:00 p.m.

ATTENTION FREDDIE FISHER FANS
Meanwhile, we have word tht Agatha the Angular has started her own
club-THE AGATHA THE ANGULAR AUXILLARY-. Freddie is buying

her out. ( She has no class ) We have just received a flash bulletin.

.

FREDDIE FISHER'S FATHER-FRED FISHER THE 554—IS A
FRAUD. His flourishing finances have flopped. His book binder Bizzell B.

Bieberbach, behaved belligerently between the the blankets. So. Fred
Fisher, 554, fired him, causing a major staff overhaul. Freddie's stupid sire

had not read last week's Erindalian and thus had no knowldedge of our own
Agatha the Angular. He hired her. Having had a great quanitity of previous

experience in such matters, Agatha cornered Fred. The cornered

carouser cursed— "Damn you, Agatha the angular'' She sued him for

breech of promise for his whole eveything. Bankruptcy was soon declared.

Hide your hide Freddie. Dejected Freddie can now be seen skulking

around the campus wearing only an invisible suit from his

Swedish designers, green in colour. Having found that this is the last issue

of the Erindalian we will conclude our story of the ramblings of Freddie

Fisher. However, we KNOW that you love Freddie Fisher. However, due

to the overhelming odour of the socks in the Erindalian office.

Freddie Fisher thanks you for yor support and invites you to join his fan

frat-THE FREDDIE FISHER FAN FRAT.Anyone can join that doesn't

already belong. All you have to do to join is to fill out this membershipcard
and carry it on your person at all times. In case anyone asks, you can

produce on demand. See you September 73. One final closing remark from
the very mouths of Freddie Fisher, FREDFisher, Fred and Flaps, Agatha
the Angular, and overyone on the Erindalian staff— HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TREBOR SNEVETS. March 28 is the big day.

THIS IS YOUR OFFICIAL

FREDDIE FISHER FAN FRAT CARD.

Name

Address

.

Phone

.

(Code name

WANTED
Enterprising, ambitious student with wide knowledge of campus

affairs and interest in journalism career to work as campus
correspondent for major daily newspaper. Write: Donna Dilschneider

Editorial Dept.

Toronto Daily Star

1 Yonge Street

Toronto

Biology Seminar
"Microtubules in the Oomycetes"

Dr. I Brent Heath

Dept. of Biology

York University

Wed. Mar 28th - Room 2056

Dr. Heath will discuss some of his Electron Microscopic
studies on the role of microtubleson Mitotic Division in the class

of fungi known as the Oomycetes. He will also discuss some of

ultrastructural observations on microtubles function in the
formation of glagella and the possible functions of the tubles

in the movemet of organelles in cells.

Milton Acorn came to Erindale

College last Wednesday night to

shout his poetry with love. I don't

ordinarily like poetry, but Milton

Acorn reading his own works, is a

performance not to be missed. I

found myself grinning so much at

his antics that my face was tired

when it was all over. That's not to

say that his poetry is all funny, in

fact most of it is about the plight of

the working man, but Acorn has a

style of reciting and performing

that adds an extra dimension of life

to his verse.

Milton Acorn has a face that

reminds you of a topographical map
of Canada. Together with the ever

present stogey, sometimes smoked,

always chewed, his face presents

the ideal image for a selflstyled

spokesman for the working people.

He radiates experience, but more
exactly the unique rough Canadian

experience, a combination of the

backlwoods, the assembly line and

the spud farm.

Add to this the accent which he

refers to as his Ottawa Valley

accent but which to most of us

present sounded suspiciously close

to PEI and his Eaton's Catalogue

workingclothes and construction

boots and you have a formidable

combination of ingredients.

Milton Acorn somehow looks like

the Canadian he writes about. The
same man who says incredible

things, sweeping generalities about

the ineptitude of the RCMP, the

British, the Americans, still

manages to retain the credibility,

the feeling that he is the archetype

of the Canadian survival artist that

he writes and talks of. The
Canadian s that navigated the

Northwest Passage while the

gigantic U.S. effort, the Manhatten,

still hasn't made it (according to

Acorn anyway), the bush pilot that

shot down the Baron Von Richtofen,

the carpenter turned poet who
survives in an American capitalist

environment, they are all the same
person, and they are all Milton

Acorn.

Regardless of whether you
believe that the workers really read

his poetry or not, you must see that

he believes that they do, and so his

feelings towards them are certainly

genuine. He sees their plight

through the eyes of a true socialist.

He spent a great deal of energy

dealing out broadsides to the

liberals (N.D.P.are included in this

category too ) . This was particularly

amusing because the audience was
as likely a group of young liberal

thinkers as could be imagined, and

Acorn had everyone nodding along

with him.

But the best part of the whole

show was the zoological discourse.

Bounding up from his chair. Acorn

astounded everyone with his vast

knowledge of the animal world.

From the Microscopic Army Ants

of Corsica (whose habit upon
coming to a puddle is to wait for it to

evaporate, but who have a great

problem when they reach the sea),

to the giant elephant and his five

poind brain, Acorn had the room in

stitches with his poems. The
even i n g was very illustrative of

the broad scope of the poet's

works. He is an avid reader of

things as diverse as science fiction

and McLean's Magazine, and the

poems he read dealt with Canadian
History, the working people, the

sea, a cigar box and many, many
other topics. If you ever have a

chance to see Milton Acorn in

person, do. You will enjoy him. And
even if you don't often read poetry

I would still recommend Milton

Acorn's books to you.

I SHOUT LOVE Village 1971

ON SHAVING OFF HIS BEARD

I'VE TASTED MY
BLOOD McGraw 1969

MORE POEMS FOR
PEOPLE

NC Press 1972.

cont,d. from pg. 2

votes. This with only 14 votes out of

over 500 cast separating Peter
Smith from myself in last week's
S.A.G.E. election, it should come as

no surpise that many pepeople have
commented on the strong
similarities between our two
platforms. In fact, last week's
election could be viewed as a state

primary or a political party
leadership convention. (I'll concede
to Peter on the first ballot—there's

no rules for the second one.

)

It should be noted, though, that

various clubs at Erindale have
become very much involved in this

year's election, mostly because of

the proximity in the dates for

International Nights and the
S.A.G.E. election as well as my
approaching various clubs for

support.

All of this discussion so far has

been on ways in which student votes

could be encouraged, but we haven't

asked if it's necessarily the most
important goal. Yes, it would be

great to have a large turnout, but is

it that necessary beyond a

philisophical note, and should we
not instead be more concernef with

establishing and operating
whatever form of organization,

however constituted and where ever

located, that can best recognize all

the various kinds of problems that

exist in the social anf academic
affairs among the students and staff

and faculty and administration?

Some people confuse this question

and say that it is all the same;
"Only with the students behind us

(largge vote turnout) can we be

able to solve the problems
(mentioned above sentence)'" Not

so.

To all students off

Erindale:

As you have probably heard, Erindale is to have a new
Pub next year situated in the HumanitiesHut.
As a result, there will be a need for extra help ie:

bartenders, waiters, waitresses, bouncers,clean-up
people, etc.

Applications may be obtained at Chico's Pub anytime
dr during Pub hours: Friday 12 noontil 6 pm,
Wednesdays 5 pm 'til 10 pm and Saturdays 7 pm 'til 12:30
am. Applicants will beinterviewed by Chico.
Open to both male and female students at Erindale.

Chico, manager of

Chico's Pub

GET YOUR VERY
OWN CHICO'S

MUG
ONLY 99*

at
OPEN WED . 5-10 pm COLMAN

FRIDAY 12-6pm PLACE
SATURDAY 7 :30pm-12:80 am

GRINGOS WELCOME!

Be the first on your block to own this Genuine
Mug Hurry Limited Supply
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THE MOVIES
by James Fullard

.

"All that glitters is definitely

not gold"

The Annual presentation of the Academy Awards

—The annual presentation of the

Academy Awards.

Well, it's orgy time again as the

leaders of the motion picture

industry once more attempt to pull

out enough talent from the mish-

mash of celluloid to give some
statues to those responsible.

Usually this is a somewhat
depressing time of the year as I

watch the worst eet the prize and

The

Best Actress

a) Cicely Tyson (Sounder)

b) Liza Minelli (Cabaret)

c) Diana Ross (Lady Sings

Blues)

d) Maggie Smith (Travels With My
Aunt)

e) Liv Ullman (The Emigrants)

This is a tough one. Can't decide

between Cicely Tyson and Diana

Ross. I think Diana Ross.

Best Story and Screenplay

tnepesi gel Hie OOUl, uui uu».yem ii at

IMAGES: John Williams (Composer) LADY SINGS THE BLUES: Diana Ross (Best Actress, Best Story and Screenplay)

might be a little different. There

seems to be actual causes for the

donation of the Oscar and if things

go right the good flicks may get the

recognition they deserve.

THE CONTESTANTS
a) Cabaret

b i Deliverance

ci The Emigrants

d ) The Godfather

e ) Sounder

Sounder deserves the award but

"The Godfather'' will get it.

Best Director

a ) Bob Fosse ( Cabaret

)

b (John Boorman ( Delieverance

)

Jan Troell (The Emigrants)

di Frances Ford Coppola (The

Godfather)

e) Joseph Mankiewicz (Sleuth) I

say Frances Coppola will take it but

1 wouldn't be surprised if Joseph

Mankiewicz does.

Best Actor

a i Marlon Brando (The Godfather)

b (Michael Caine (Sleuth)

c ) Laurence Oliver ( Sleuth I

d ) Peter O'Toole ( Ruling Class

)

e i Paul Winfield ( Sounder

)

Marlon Brando without a doubt

but it should be Paul Winfield.

b) The Discreet Charms Of The
Bourgeoise

c ) Lady Sings The Blues

d ) Murmur Of The Heart

e) Young Winston

I hope that Murmer Of The Heart
takes it but I doubt it. Probably
Young Winston will.

Best Cinematography
a ) Butterflies Are Free
b) Cabaret

c i The Poseidon Adventure

d ) 1776

e) Travels With My Aunt

Cabaret in this one.

Best Original Dramatic Score

(Composer)

a) The Poseidon Adventure (John

Williams)

b

)

The Godfather ( Nini Rota

)

c (Images (John Williams)

d) Limelight (Charles Chaplin)

ei Napoleon & Samantha (Buddy
Baker

)

( " . . . speak softly, love . .
'

)

oh, excuse me . . . The Godfather

tune will take this one but I would

prefer it to go to Images.

YOUNG WINSTON: Simon Wards as Young Winston. (Best story and Screenplay)

Factory Theatre Lab presents.
The FACTORY LAB proudly
announces its next production

:

BAGDAD SALOON
( A Comic Cartoon

)

by George F. Walker
BAGDAD SALOON by George F.

Walker will open at the Factory on

Wednesday, March 28. This is the

latest major new work by the

Factory's resident playwright

whose previous plays, PRINCE OF
NAPLES, AMBUSH AT TETHER'S
END and SACKTOWN received

successful runs at the factory over

the past two seasons.

BAGDAD SALOON is directed by

Eric Steiner, who was responsible

for the recent enormous success of

ESKER MIKE AMD HIS WIFE,
AGILUK last fall. He also directed

STONEHENGE TRILOGY and
MAYBE WE COULD GET SOME
BACK at the Factory last spring.

The set is designed by Doug
Robinson, who was responsible for

the ESKER MIKE setting last fall.

The largely Equity cast consists

of the following.

Michael Ayoub
Robin Beckwith
David Bolt

David Clement
Dean Hawes

Gale Garnett

Jim Hanshaw
Guy Le Prade
Howard Mawson
Doris Lloyd Petrie

And as Masonettes: Nancy Ahern
. Ann Gourley . . . Sandly Phillips.

All performances at 8:30 at the
Factory Theatre Lab. Admission
Wednesday to Sunday $3.50 (adults)

and $2.50 (students).

Tuesday night admission "Pay-
what-you-can '. Special previews
March 25-27 . . . 99c. Box office and
other information: 921-5989.

FACTORY FOOTNOTE:
At the time of printing there has

been no major change in the
Factory condition, and it still

appears that BAGDAD SALOON
will be the Factory swanson. We
are, however, launching a fund-
raising campaign in order to find

means to ensure the continuation of

the theatre.

CHEVROLET

1HE1973VEGA.
Suggested Retail

Price

$2457.00

DRIVE ONE TODAY
NoTchback

APPLEWOOD MOTORS LTD.

168 Queen St. South

826-1181 Streetsvill? 277-9325
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FIVE PLAYS... REVIEWED

Fred Traficante did a terrific job in the

portrayal of the 'sounds' man (and exhibitionist

in disguise) in THE RADIO SHOW

And exhibitionists will try and try. Both John Astington and Ross Bryant made the
Pinter play, LAST TO GO, very interesting to

watch. This was an excellent opportunity to see
the talenf in acting hidden in Prof. Astington.

- John Astington and his crew
of energetic thespians returned
to the stage at Erindale last

week to perform a quintuplet of

short, one-act plays; and to tell

you the truth, I found myself
completely lost in attempting to

comprehend the underlying
themes, images, symbols and
foreplay which were obviously

present (judging from the
appropriate outbursts of

laughter which frequently arose

from the seasoned minds of

Erindale's more sophisticated

theatregoers) but found myself
surprisingly amused by the

comic portrayals and satire

pervaded throughout the
melodramatics.
Of the five plays, Astington's

interpretation of Pinter's revue
sketch "Last To Go", and
Sophie Vitkovitsky's "The
Radio Show" were obvious
stand outs and made the
evening a very enjoyable one.

Three of the five plays were
written and directed by
Erindale students, with
professor John Astington
directing Sam Shepard's
"Cowboys 2" and Pinter's "Last
To Go". Astington's appearance
in "Last To Go" as the
irrational corner newspaper
vendor was one of the many
highlights of the evening.
Amateur theatre is not new to

Erindale. It's been around for

quite some time now, and
judging from the group's widely
acclaimed performance earlier

in the year, the hamlet show,
and last week's presentation of

five plays, the combined efforts

of Drama 200 and Drama 300 in

giving the college community a

taste of the theatre they study in

class is destined to play a more
integral role in the field of

entertainment at Erindale.
Back to my frustrated

attempts at comprehending the

meaning behind each of the

plays, I consulted with the
obvious source, the master
himself, Harold Pinter. He said

to me, ".
. . that real-life

conversations don't proceed
smoothly and logically from
point to point. .

." Conventional
characters in conventional
plays listen to each other

Sam Shepard reads "Yes, dad" but later in THE
RADIO SHOW both dad (Syd Rhys) and son
(Sam) have a brawl.

The members of the reunion in REACHING
BACK plan a war and how they will keep the
'Fred' (Jerry) inline.

Ted Dodd and Hugh Carson played difficult

roles in COWBOYS 2. Here they portray
themselves.

A member of the reunion in REACHING BACK
reminises of his past association with girls and

he expresses his feelings on the matter.

A scene from REACHING BACK in which things

get a little boring for this group and they think of

something to do or say.

Hugh Carson in COWBOYS 2, puts on his cowboy
hat and western accent and plays the other role
— that of a cowboy.

intently and answer each other
intelligently but it's only a tiny

minority of people who do this in

reality. The average, everyday
conversation is repititious or
inconsequential or both; I have
an accurate and affectionate
ear for the irrationality of

dialogue, of working class
dialogue, and these are people
who make it stand out in the

clearest relief, as in the revue
sketch "Last To Go."
With this in mind, one could

see that the players in

"Cowboys 2", "Scene One",
"Reaching Back" and "Last To
Go" were attempting to put this

point across. The players in

"Cowboys 2" only
communicated when they were
role-playing, "Scene One", I

still can't understand, and
"Reaching Back", a satirical

look at people's false values and
their inevitable fates. I had to go
twice to understand all this and
on my third trip, Don Emmans
portrayed the irrational corner
newspaper vendor, placing a

new light on my understanding
of theatre.

My new understanding of

course is that I have no
understanding. My
conversation is repititious and
inconsequential. Many people
have an accurate and
affectionate ear for the
irrationality of dialogue. If you
do and did not get a chance to

see FIVE PLAYS last week,
then you missed a chance
opportunity to reset your false

values and redirect the course
of your inevitable fate. Drama
300 is not being offered at

Erindale next year so it may
have been your last chance to

expose yourself to the efforts of

this talented group. But the
other drama course, will
hopefully perform for us in the

coming year.

Even though I do not
understand the plays, I must
admit they were all performed
extremely well and delighted
the audience. Perhaps the lat

evening was a bit rushed as it

seemed that a few lines were
left out or read at wrong times.
But when there's a cast party
soon to follow. .

.
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SPORTS SPURTS
First Annual Erindale - Scarborough

Invitational Volleyball Tournament

uS* '1^3

->

Ted Lis (24) blocks shot as Ludis Habs (21) and
other members of Erindale's Men's and
Women's Volleyball Teams look on in the

spacious gym of Scarborough College - twice the
size of the one Erindale is getting.

MAR 17-SCARBOROUGH-
The First ever Annual
Erindale-Scarborough
Invitational Volleyball
Tournament was held in the

spacious gymns of

Scarborough College last

Saturday. Eight teams
competed in the mens
tournament and six in the

women's, in the all-day event

which inaugurated both the

tournament and introduced

Scarborough's new athletic

facility. Next year it is hoped

the Tournament will be held

at Erindale in our new
gymnasium to be completed

this summer.
Our Warriors captured

first place in the overall

standings but lost in the semi-

final playoff to the Latvian

Athletic Club — the eventual

winner of the Championship .

. . The Erindale Ladies did

not fare as well however,
falling by the wayside to

quite stiff competition. The
Scarborough girls were the

underdog winners of the
women's championship — a
fitting reward for the host

College.

The Scarborough gym is an
immensely spacious athletic

facility which greatly
impressed the visiting
teams. The gym itself is

twice the size of that which
Erindale will get. Hopefully

in a later issue we will be

able to describe our own
athletic wing which will open
in the fall.

V-Ball Report by
Rick Wesolowski

r

u ;

Spectators watch game while relaxing in lounge. Hustler form.

NICE WEATHER
Go Outside and Enjoy it

Borrow Balls , Frisbees etc.

from the Athletics Office »

AndisCiemgalis (20)

i
V M

Ludis Habs (21) in action against York's Glendon College.

Hustlers' Margaret (3), Nadia (23) and Maureen.

Rosie, Teresa (5) and Tina (4).


